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T
he unique electronic and photophy-
sical properties of luminescent semi-
conductor nanocrystals or quantum

dots (QDs) allow them to engage in differ-
ent types of resonance energy or electron
transfer with diverse materials ranging from
fluorescent proteins to fullerenes.1�6 These
properties have stimulated a growing inter-
est in harnessing the underlying intrinsic
processes for charge separation and en-
ergy-harvesting applications along with
applying them in different biosensing
formats.1�3,5,7,8 For the latter, the QDs fulfill
several roles including acting as a central
nanoscale platform for displaying multiple
biorecognition molecules along with func-
tioning as intrinsic donors or acceptors that
undergo fluorescence modulation in re-
sponse to thepresenceof target analyte.1�3,5,7

In terms of demonstrated transfer processes,
hydrophilic QDs have been shown to be
excellent donors for Förster resonance energy
transfer (FRET) with diverse acceptormaterials
including organic dyes, polymers, and fluo-
rescent proteins.1,2,5,9 Several reports have
also shown them to be equally adept in the
role of FRET acceptor especially for terbium
and other long-lifetime metal-chelate fluores-
cent donors.10�12 Beyond FRET, QDs have
been shown to engage in dipole�dipole-type
energy transfer (ET) with nonfluorescent ac-
ceptor materials such as gold nanoparticles
and carbon allotropes, although the under-
lying processes in these configurations have
not been fully elucidated.4,13�16 QD photolu-
minescence (PL) intensity is also well known
to be sensitive to charge transfer (CT) pro-
cesses or the presence of charges on their
surface and/or in their environment.7,17,18

This sensitivity potentially allows QD PL to be
coupled to changes in CT, thereby providing a
fluorescent signal transduction modality for
monitoring an underlying electronic process.
For example, coupling the neurotransmitter
dopamine to hydrophilic QDs allowed the
hybrid nanocrystal�complexes to function
as a charge-transfer-coupled pH sensor.19 In
this configuration, dopamine's pH-dependent
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ABSTRACT The ability of luminescent semi-

conductor quantum dots (QDs) to engage in

diverse energy transfer processes with organic

dyes, light-harvesting proteins, metal complexes,

and redox-active labels continues to stimulate interest in developing them for biosensing and

light-harvesting applications. Within biosensing configurations, changes in the rate of energy

transfer between the QD and the proximal donor, or acceptor, based upon some external

(biological) event form the principle basis for signal transduction. However, designing QD

sensors to function optimally is predicated on a full understanding of all relevant energy

transfer mechanisms. In this report, we examine energy transfer between a range of

CdSe�ZnS core�shell QDs and a redox-active osmium(II) polypyridyl complex. To facilitate

this, the Os complex was synthesized as a reactive isothiocyanate and used to label a

hexahistidine-terminated peptide. The Os-labeled peptide was ratiometrically self-assembled

to the QDs via metal affinity coordination, bringing the Os complex into close proximity of the

nanocrystal surface. QDs displaying different emission maxima were assembled with

increasing ratios of Os�peptide complex and subjected to detailed steady-state, ultrafast

transient absorption, and luminescence lifetime decay analyses. Although the possibility exists

for charge transfer quenching interactions, we find that the QD donors engage in relatively

efficient Förster resonance energy transfer with the Os complex acceptor despite relatively low

overall spectral overlap. These results are in contrast to other similar QD donor�redox-active

acceptor systems with similar separation distances, but displaying far higher spectral overlap,

where charge transfer processes were reported to be the dominant QD quenching mechanism.

KEYWORDS: semiconductor . quantumdot . peptide . osmium . redox . electron
transfer . peptide . metal complex . polypyridyl . FRET . charge transfer . metal
affinity . coordination
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oxidation to quinone allowed it to become an increas-
ingly potent electron acceptor that quenched QD PL in a
manner directly reflecting the surrounding pH.
Recent work has suggested that small redox-active

metal complexes may be particularly useful for pairing
with QDs to achieve designer ET interactions.2,3,7,20,21

These materials have several useful attributes that can
contribute directly to this role including the following:
(i) precursors formany of the relevantmetal complexes
are commercially available and not costly; (ii) the
chemistry required to assemble the final complexes is
relatively simplewith high yields; (iii) complexes can be
easily activated to a reactive form for specific labeling
of (bio)molecules; (iv) the valence state and redox
properties of many of these metal complexes can be
tuned by altering the surrounding chelating substitu-
ents in the complex; (v) the donor�acceptor separa-
tion distance can be altered; and (vi) overall, the
properties of thesemolecules are relatively well under-
stood, and detailed reference literature is available
describing them.17,22�24 Although a variety of transi-
tion and other metals such as iridium, rhenium, and
iron are usually prominent in these complexes, it is a
tetraammine ruthenium(II) phenanothroline complex
that has been extensively prototyped in QD biosensing
formats. Benson's group labeled maltose binding pro-
tein, intestinal fatty acid binding protein, and a throm-
bin-binding DNA aptamer with a maleimido-activated
Ru-phenanthroline and then attached them to QDs
to assemble sensors for maltose, fatty acids, and
thrombin, respectively.21,25,26 Within these composite
Ru�QD assemblies, it was postulated that analyte
binding to the protein or aptamer resulted in a struc-
tural rearrangement that altered the distance between
QD�Ru and the electron transfer rate, and thus the QD
PL, to provide an output signal. Subsequent work using
peptides labeled with the same Ru complex demon-
strated that the electron transfer rate was highly
dependent on the relative position of the QD and
metal complex oxidation levels and directly reflected
the quantity of metal brought in close proximity of the
nanocrystal surface.20 Spectroscopic analysis sup-
ported an oxidative process reflecting electron transfer
from the Ru complex to the QD. Importantly, testing of
identical QD assemblies where peptides were labeled
with either ferrocene or Ru-bipyridine phenanthroline
complexes displaying unfavorable oxidation levels did
not affect QD PL. Understanding this QD�Ru ET pro-
cess allowed subsequent design of a QD�Ru�peptide
platform that could quantitatively monitor enzymatic
proteolysis along with demonstration of a simulta-
neous eight-color multiplex QD CT configuration.20,27

In related studies, Sykora elegantly showed that QDs
could engage in CT with Ru(bpy)3 complexes via a hole
transfer from the QD to the Ru.28

The utility apparent from just this one Ru-to-QD-
metal interaction suggests that assembling a library of

similar CT donor/acceptor complexes would certainly
benefit development of QD biosensors. This, however,
is directly predicated on a full understanding of each
of the underlying ET processes. Several studies have
described how similar osmium(II) polypyridyl com-
plexes can function as either quenchers in electron
transfer systems or photoinduced electron donors for
TiO2 and ZrO2 semiconductor nanoparticles.29�33 In-
terest in realizing similar ET processes with CdSe/ZnS
core/shell QDs led us to investigate their interactions
with a weakly phosphorescent Os polypyridyl complex
(Figure 1). To facilitate this, the Os complex was first
activated to an amine-reactive isothiocyanate form
and used to label a hexahistidine-terminated pep-
tide. This allowed for subsequent ratiometric con-
jugation to the QDs via metal affinity coordination.
QDs were assembled with increasing ratios of Os�
peptide complex and subjected to detailed steady-
state, ultrafast transient absorption, and lifetime
decay spectroscopic analyses. The results demon-
strate that the QD quenching observed in the Os
conjugates was completely dominated by FRET and
not CT despite very low intrinsic spectral overlap.
These findings are in stark contrast to those of
similar QD-donor redox-acceptor systems, mani-
festing much stronger underlying spectral over-
lap, where both FRET and high rates of CT were
reported.34�36

RESULTS

Osmium Isothiocyanate, Peptide Labeling, and Spectral
Overlap with Quantum Dots. The Os polypyridyl complex
was assembled using coordination chemistry as
described37 in three steps from (NH4)2[OsCl6]. First,
(NH4)2[OsCl6] was treated with bipyridine to yield
[Os(bpy)2]Cl2, followed by addition of 5-amino-1,10-
phenanthroline (phen-NH2) to generate [Os(bpy)2-
(phen-NH2)](PF6)2, referred to as Os-bpy. Then, the
amine group of phen-NH2 was converted to a re-
active isothiocyanate group (NCS) using thiophos-
gene, allowing the final assembled metal complex
(Figure 1A) to be used for covalent conjugation
to primary amine groups.38 The 15-mer peptide
GSGAAAGLS(His)6 was labeled on the unique N-term-
inal primary amine with excess NCS-activated Os com-
plex and purified as described in the Methods; see
Figure 1A.

Similar to the peptides used inmany of our previous
reports, this sequence is modular in nature, with each
module providing a different intended utility. The
N-terminal amine functions as a unique site for cova-
lent attachment of the Os complex. GAAAG is an
intervening spacer or linker consisting of an Ala-helix
that is broken by the Gly residues. The Leu and
Ser residues are meant to provide some rotational
flexibility, while the C-terminal (His)6 motif allows
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for conjugation of the labeled peptide to the QD.
In conjunction with the poly(ethylene glycol)-ap-
pended dihydrolipoic acid (DHLA-PEG; see Me-
thods) surface ligands, the small linker length
should afford the Os-bpy label excellent proximity
to the QD while still extending it away from the
surface sufficiently to prevent potential contact-
based quenching. This metal affinity coordination
interaction arises between the histidine's pendant
imidazolium side-chain groups and the Zn on the

QD surface and is characterized by a rapid assembly
(seconds) based on a high intrinsic avidity (Kd

�1 ≈
109 M�1). Conjugation itself is facile to implement,
as all it requires is mixing of both participants while
still providing intimate control over the ratio of
peptide displayed per QD.6,39 Recent work has
shown that DHLA-capped QDs can controllably dis-
play valences ranging from 1 to 50 ( 10 peptides
using such an assembly approach.40 Overall, the
peptide sequence is intended to provide a physical

Figure 1. Synthesis and self-assembly ofQD�osmiumconjugates. (A) Step 1: the unique primary amine on the peptide is site-
specifically modified with osmium isothiocyanate complex. Step 2: Os-pep is ratiometrically self-assembled to the surface of
DHLA-PEG-coated QDs via the (His)6 sequence. Schematic of QD self-assembled with one Os-pep. Photoexcitation of the
system may result in PL quenching of the QD via FRET or an alternative electron transfer pathway. (B) Spectral overlap:
selected absorption and emission spectra of the four QD samples and the Os-pep. Note: only 550 nm QD absorbance shown
for brevity.
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bridge for attaching the Os complex to the QDs in a
stoichiometric manner, which affords us the ability to
carefully control and analyze the subsequent interactions.

Figure 1B shows the absorption and emission spec-
tra of the Os-labeled peptide and the four QD samples
(520, 530, 550, and 625 nm emitting) utilized in this
study (Note: Os-pep refers to the labeled peptide
hereafter, while Os and Os-bpy refer to the attached
metal complex itself). The Os-pep displays an almost
insignificant quantum yield (QY) of 0.5% with a phos-
phorescent emission centered at ∼745 nm; this is
followed by a long red tail that continues well into
the near-IR. The Os-pep absorption spectrum displays
the numerous metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT)
transitions expected for such coordinated metal mol-
ecules, and the cumulative effect of these is to also
extend the absorbance beyond 700 nm.41,42 The wide
Os-pep absorption spectrum also results in a low
spectral overlap with the four Gaussian-shaped QD
PL profiles. As highlighted in Figure 1B, spectral overlap
between each QD PL profile and the Os absorption is
rather modest. Reinforcing this point, the QD absorp-
tion scale is an order of magnitude larger than that of
the Os-pep. Within the area of spectral overlap, the Os-
pep extinction coefficient drops from 12 500M�1 cm�1

at 490 nm to ∼3500 M�1 cm�1 at 570 nm, yielding
relatively small overlap integrals with corresponding
Förster distances (R0) centered around a range of 33 to
∼34 Å (Table 1), except for the 625 nmQDs (vide infra).
This is in dramatic contrast to the spectral overlap for a
similar set of QD donors (510, 530, and 555 nm PL
maxima, similar QYs) when paired with a Cy3 dye
acceptor.43 There the spectral overlap integrals were
10-fold larger and the Förster distances increased
significantly to a ∼48�57 Å range. These differences
are directly attributable to the Cy3 extinction coeffi-
cient, which is around 12 times larger in the same
portion of the spectrum (150 000M�1 cm�1 at λemmax =
555 nm). For the 625 nm QDs, the Os-pep extinction
coefficient drops to a paltry ∼2600 M�1 cm�1 at
625 nm; however, this is more than compensated for
by the remarkably high QD donor QY of 80%, which is
almost 4 times that of the other QD samples. This leads
to an overlap integral of 5.33 � 10�14 cm3/M, which is
∼20% larger than that of the next highest value for the

520 nm QD�Os interaction, and an estimated R0 of
44.5 Å, which is also 10 Å larger (30%) than any other
predicted value in Table 1. We also note that for any
homoFRET interactions the Os-bpy label has a pre-
dicted Förster distance of 13.6 Å and a correspondingly
small overlap integral of ∼0.7 � 10�14 cm3/M.

Steady-State Fluorescence Analysis. We began by self-
assembling increasing ratios of Os-pep onto each of
the QD samples and examining the resulting spectral
changes. Figure 2A,B shows representative steady-
state PL spectra collected from the 530 and 550 nm
emitting QDs, respectively, when assembled with the
indicated evolution of increasing Os-pep ratios (n =
2�30, excitation 350 nm). Figure 2C shows a compara-
tive summation plot of the decrease in QD PL versus

Os-pep ratios for 520, 530, and the550nmQDs (spectra for
the 520 nm QDs can be found in the Supporting
Information). All three samples display a similar strong
quenching response to the presence of increased
Os-pep. The520nmQDsare almost completely quenched
at a ratio of 12Os-pep/QD, while the 530 nmQDs retain
∼20% of their initial PL at 30 Os-pep/QD. In contrast,
the 550 nm QDs retained almost 30% of their PL even
when theOs-pep valencewas increased to amaximum
of 30. This indicates that quenching is not uniform for
these differentially emissive QD samples, and indeed
similar trends have been noted with other sets of QD
samples for both QD-FRET and electron transfer to/or
from the QD.19,20,43 The quenching data were then
subjected to analysis using eqs 4�6 as described in the
Methods. This is based on a Förster framework that
describes QD donor resonance energy transfer (RET)
with n acceptors placed at a fixed separation distance r
around the QD surface. The corresponding normalized
FRET efficiency E for this QD-conjugate data series is
shown in Figure 2C, inset. We also utilized FRET E

corrected (see Methods) as a mechanism to probe
the uniformity of the underlying assembly process by
looking for significant deviations in expected quench-
ing kinetics. These would arise from heterogeneous
QD�peptide ratios especially at low valence.44 The
e10% deviations observed, however, suggest that this
was not a significant issue here (data not shown).

The most efficient putative FRET is observed for
the 520 nm QDs with a FRET E approaching 96% at a

TABLE 1. Selected Photophysical Properties of the QD�Os Systems

separation distances r (Å)

QD donor with Os-bpy quantum yielda overlap integral J(λ) � 10�14 (cm3/M) Förster distance R0 (Å) QD radius (Å) predicted experimental

520 nm 0.20 4.40 34.2 26 38 35.6
530 nm 0.22 4.16 34.4 29 41 48.5
550 nm 0.19 3.80 33.1 30 42 51.3
625 nm 0.80 5.33 44.5 50 63 64.9
(Os-bpy)c 0.005b 0.69 13.6

a Determined by comparison to dye standards. b Quantum yield at 745 nm. c Os-bpy-labeled peptide: molar ext coeff 12 500 M�1 cm�1 at 490 nm.
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valence g 15 Os-pep/QD. The 530 and 550 nm QDs
approach efficiencies of ∼69% and 61%, respectively,
at the same valence. This trend reflects that the highest
FRET E (or QD PL loss) corresponds to the smallest QD
(520 nm emission) and progressively decreases as the
QD emission maxima become longer (larger QDs) and
donor�acceptor spectral overlap decreases. Further
examination of Figure 2C, inset, reveals that for each
QD conjugate the point where FRET E= 50%, indicated
with the black dashed line, shifts significantly to a
higher ratio n of Os/QD as a function of increasingly
red QD PL emission. As an alternate way to view the
same data, we plot relative emission for each QD color
at a median ratio of 15 Os/QD versus their spectral
overlap function J(λ) with Os in Figure 2D; see also
Table 1. Increases in QD quenching and spectral over-
lap clearly track each other at the same Os valence
values.

Analysis of the FRET E data with eqs 5 and 6 yielded
the experimental QD donor to Os acceptor center-to-
center separation distances (r) listed in Table 1. These
increased from ∼36 Å for the smallest 520 nm QDs to
∼51 Å for the largest 550 nm QDs in this set. In
comparison, the predicted values are in the 38 to
∼42Å range. These values are arrived at by considering
the predicted QD core�shell size (radius∼26, 29, 30 Å,
respectively)45 with a nominal peptide contribution of
∼12 Å, assuming that the (His)6 is fully coordinated to
the QD surface and does not contribute any significant
extension,46 a simple linear extension ofe12 Å for the

central linker portion of the peptide, and that the Os
linkage and polypyridyl structural radius also have a
minimal contribution of e3 Å. It is important to note
that these are only predicted valuesmade by assuming
simple linear structures. In reality, the peptide structure
on the QD can assume a variety of different conforma-
tions due to both flexibility and a wide degree of
rotational freedom, as recently shown for structurally
similar QD-peptido-DNA constructs.47 The predicted
and experimental values are quite close for the smal-
lest 520 nm QDs (38 and 35.6 Å, respectively) with only
a∼3 Å (�10%) to (<10%) difference. This experimental
separation value is also only ∼1.4 Å larger than the
calculated R0 of 34.2 Å. The two larger QDs demonstrate
a much larger deviation of ∼7.5 and 9 Å (∼15�20%).

The excellent fit of the quenching data (Figure 2C)
to a nominal sixth-power dependence expected for a
FRET process along with the QD size/emission-depen-
dent quenching and spectral overlap trends observed
in Figure 2D led us to probe the steady-state Os-pep
emission in this same QD-assembled configuration.
As this was subsequent to the data collected in
Figure 2A�D, we utilized a slightly different hydrophi-
lic 550 nm QD sample, the principle difference being a
slightly broader full-width at half-maximumPL spectra.
More importantly, the representative deconvoluted
Os-pep emission spectra plotted in Figure 2E show
that as 550 nm QD PL is similarly quenched by increas-
ing Os-pep valence (inset), the corresponding sensi-
tized Os emission increases in a manner that directly

Figure 2. Steady-state photoluminescence spectra. Representative PL spectra collected from (A) 530 nm and (B) 550 nm
emitting QDs assembled with the indicated increasing ratios of Os-pep in PBS. The red arrow in A highlights the asymmetric
QD quenching. (C) Comparison of the normalized quenching of 520 nm (blue), 530 nm (green), and 550 nm (red) QDs when
assembledwith increasing ratios of Os-pep. FRET E for 520, 530, and 550 nmemittingQDs vs assembledOs-pep ratio is shown
in inset. (D) Normalized emissionof the sameQDs as a function of spectral overlap J(λ) for a nominal valenceof 15peptides. (E)
Representative, deconvoluted PL spectra collected from sensitized Os-pep acceptor following self-assembly of the indicated
increasing ratios of (His)6-peptide-Os onto 550 nmQDdonors. Inset: corresponding 550 nmQDPL quenching. (F) Plot of FRET
E (blue) and corresponding sensitized Os emission (pink) as a function of Os-pep/QD valence from the data in E. 520 nm QD
quenching data and plots of QD PL loss vs FRET E for 520, 530, and 550 nm QDs can be found in Supporting Figure 2.
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tracks the assembly valence. This datum plots only the
sensitized Os emission component, as the directly
excited contribution was estimated and subtracted
by monitoring Os-pep only controls at the same con-
centration range within the same excitation regime;
these contributions ranged from essentially negligible
to approximately 30% at the highest valence of 12.
The changes in magnitude of the emission intensity
between each of the spectra (i.e., changes in Os-pep
sensitization relative to QD PL loss, inset shown in
Figure 2E) track each other reasonably well. However,
the difference in overall emission intensities is quite
striking, as Os-pep luminescence is an order of magni-
tude smaller than the QD PL; see also Supporting
Figure S3 for the unprocessed data. The low rate of
sensitized Os complex emission is directly attributable
to its extremely low QY (∼0.5%). Figure 2F plots the
rate of FRET E in this configuration versus the increases
in Os-pep sensitization as a function of acceptor
valence. Clearly, FRET E and Os-sensitization increase
in a similarmanner as peptide-valence changes around
the QD.

Given the results for the above three QD samples,
we opted to probe the interactions of a 625 nm QD
sample displaying a more red-shifted emission to
verify if quenching could be extended to samples
where spectral overlap should be significantly smaller.
Figure 3A shows representative data collected from
the 625 nm QDs when assembled with increasing
ratios of Os-pep. The inset in this figure plots the
corresponding normalized QD PL loss and FRET E for
this data set. Similar to the data described above for Os
interactions with the 520�550 nm QD samples, these
QDs are also strongly quenched in the presence of
increased Os-pep, with 50% quenching observed at a
valence of ∼12 peptides, which increases to 80% at a
ratio of 40. Although the Os-bpy absorption in this part
of the spectrum is e75% of that for the 500�560 nm

range, this is more than compensated for by the
extremely high QY of this QD sample (∼80%). This
means that the point where FRET E reaches∼50%does
not continue the trend displayed by the other threeQD
samples (see Figure 2C, inset). Analysis of this FRET data
yields an experimental separation distance (r) of 64.9 Å,
which is only∼2 Å larger (3%) than the predicted value
of 63 Å. The much larger separation distance, in this
case, is directly attributable to the significantly larger
diameter of 10( 1 nm estimated for these redder QDs.

Wavelength-Dependent FRET Analysis. Some asymmetri-
cal features were noted in the steady-state PL spectra
collected from QDs conjugated to higher valences of
Os-pep. These were especially evident in Figure 2A at
ratios of 10 peptides and higher, where a noticeable
red-shift in the 530 nmQD PLmaxima can be observed
(see red arrow). PL spectra of QD solutions are typically
characterized by a relatively narrow Gaussian appear-
ance that represents a narrow distribution of QD sizes.
This spectrum is, in turn, a composite spectrum made
up of much narrower bands that are associated with
well-defined, discrete QD sizes.48 Previous work has
shown that the individual QD emitters (QDs of different
size and PL maxima) within such a macroscopic QD
sample display discrete overlap integrals J(λ) and ET
rates in a FRET configuration that depend directly
on the corresponding acceptor's absorption profile.48

More pertinently, a spectrally dependent FRET rate can
be derived from the quenched ensemble QD PL in this
configuration. We subjected spectra collected from the
530 nm QD�Os peptide assemblies to this analysis
using eqs 7 and 8 as described in the Methods.

Figure 3B presents representative results of this
spectrally dependent FRET analysis. The normalized
PL spectra from 530 nm QDs in the absence of Os-pep
are shown in blue; corresponding data collected from
the sameQDs conjugatedwith 25 Os-pep are shown in
green along with the normalized Os-pep absorption in

Figure 3. 625 nm QD interactions and wavelength-dependent FRET analysis. (A) Representative PL spectra collected from
625 nm emitting QDs assembledwith the indicated increasing ratios of Os-pep in PBS. Inset plots the QD donor loss (red) and
FRET E (blue) as a function ofOs-pep/QD ratio in this sample. (B) Normalized PL spectra from530 nmQDs in the absence of Os-
pep (blue) and when assembled with 25 Os-pep (green) along with the normalized Os-pep absorption (brown). Individual
points making up the wavelength-dependent FRET quenching rate calculated from 500 to 560 nm are shown (black) with a
line of best fit (red).
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brown. The individual points making up the wave-
length-dependent FRET quenching rate, calculated
over the 500�560 nm portion of the spectral window,
are shown in black with a line of best fit to the data
superimposed in red. This particular rangewas utilized,
as it encompasses the majority of the QD PL profile,
namely, 530 nm QD emission maxima ( 30 nm. The
analysis confirms that QD quenching is indeed wave-
length-dependent, as the rate of quenching directly
tracks the underlying spectral overlap for this particular
QD donor�acceptor FRET pair. In contrast, uniform-
flat, wavelength-independent rates of QD quenching
were observed for QDs interacting with gold nanopar-
ticles or the aforementioned electron-donating Ru(II)
phenanthroline compound when interacting via non-
FRET processes.13,20

Excited-State Lifetime Analysis. To complement the
steady-state analysis, we subjected the QD�Os-pep
assemblies to fluorescence lifetime analysis. Figure 4A
shows normalized time-resolved PL decays from
530 nm QDs assembled with Os-pep ratios ranging
from 7.5 to 60 in increments that double; the highest
valence is used to ensure saturation of the QD surface.
QD decays were fit to a biexponential function, and the
corresponding average lifetimes (τav) and individual
lifetime components (τ1,2) along with their fractional
amplitudes are presented in Table 2. The excited-state
QD lifetime decreases significantly (∼85%) in the pre-
sence of Os-pep, going from a τav of 14.1 to 2.13 ns
when assembled with an average of just 7.5 peptides.
Lifetimes continue to decrease with increasing Os
valence, reaching a value of 0.51 ns (∼97% quenching)
at approximately 60 peptides/QD. These decay trends
parallel the corresponding steady-state data in
Figure 2B and E, where almost complete quenching
was observed at g30 Os-pep per 530 nm QD.

Corresponding sensitized lifetimes of Os-pep when
assembled on the QDs were also examined. Figure 4B
shows the Os emission collected from the same as-
semblies at the same time. The lifetime values from
fitting these decay profiles with a monoexponential

Figure 4. Excited-state lifetimes. Representative, normal-
ized time-resolved PL decays from the 530 nm emitting QD
donors (A) and Os-pep acceptors (B) collected from QD�Os
conjugates with the indicated increasing ratios of Os-pep
per QD. (C) Normalized time-resolved PL decay data col-
lected from 550 nm emitting QDs assembled with the
indicated ratios of Os-pep.

TABLE 2. Lifetimes of 530 nm QDs and Os-Peptide at Selected Conjugate Ratios

lifetime (ns)

530 nm QDa Os-peptideb

ratio of Os-peptide/QD τav (% quenching) τ1 τ2 τ

0 14.1 (0) 14.90 ( 0.11 (70.4%) 2.20 ( 0.16 (29.6%) 30.8 ( 0.28
7.5 2.13 (85) 2.87 ( 0.03 (31.7%) 0.69 ( 0.01 (68.3%) 53.2 ( 0.65
15 0.97 (93) 1.36 ( 0.02 (28.8%) 0.40 ( 0.01 (70.2%) 50.7 ( 0.69
30 0.58 (96) 0.90 ( 0.03 (21.8%) 0.26 ( 0.01 (78.2%) 45.7 ( 0.52
60 0.51 (97) 0.67 ( 0.03 (34.5%) 0.18 ( 0.01 (65.5%) 38.6 ( 0.40

a Amplitude weighted as described and fitted with a biexponential function. Both lifetime components are given along with their fractional intensity. b Fitted with a
monoexponential function.
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function are also presented in Table 2. Interestingly, the
sensitized Os-pep lifetime demonstrates a significant
∼40% increase from 30.8 to 53.2 ns when assembled
on theQDsat the lowest7.5 ratio. This value thengradually
decreases to∼38.6 ns at the highest ratio, although this is
still higher than the native unsensitized lifetime. A similar
pattern of behavior (steady state: decrease inQDdonor PL
and increases in acceptor sensitization/excited-state: de-
creases in QD donor lifetime and initial increase followed
by decreasing acceptor sensitization as acceptor valence
increases around the QD) has been noted for other QD
assemblies including those using organic dyes and an
mCherry fluorescent protein.43,46

Figure 4C shows normalized time-resolved PL de-
cays collected from 550 nm QDs assembled with ratios
from 2 up to 75 Os-pep/QD. Again, the highest valence
is used to ensure saturation of the QD surface. The
corresponding τav and individual lifetime components
along with their fractional amplitudes are presented in
Supporting Table 2. The QD lifetime decreases 37%
from an average of 10.41 ns to 6.61 ns when assembled
with 8 peptides. Similarly, average lifetimes continue to
decrease with increasing Os valence, reaching a value
of 1.4 ns (∼86% decrease) at nominal surface satura-
tion. These decay trends also parallel the correspond-
ing steady-state data in Figure 2C, where ∼80%
quenching was observed at g30 Os-pep per QD. The
decrease in relative quenching rate, in comparison
to that observed for the 530 nm QD donor lifetimes
examined above, may reflect the smaller spectral

overlap and increasedQD size, which combine to lower
the overall probability of intra-assembly FRET.

Transient Absorption Spectroscopy. Femtosecond transi-
ent absorption (FSTA) experiments were performed on
550 nm QDs, free Os-pep, and the full QD�Os-pep
assembly (valence of 40) to provide insight into the
ET processes within the conjugates. As shown in
Figure 5A, photoexcitation of 0.5 μM 550 nm QDs at
415 nm with 150 fs laser pulses resulted in ground-
state bleaching features at 480 and 530 nm, corre-
sponding to the QD's lowest energy transitions. The
ground-state bleach, arising from an electron being
promoted from the QD valence band to the conduc-
tion band, displays a fast rise time within the 200 fs
instrument response time. Over the time range exam-
ined, the ground-state recovery kinetics monitored
at 530 nm are biexponential with a fast recovery of
22( 2 ps (42%), attributed to the direct electron�hole
recombination, and a slow 1.5 ( 1.0 ns (56%) compo-
nent that persists on the nanosecond time scale; see
Figure 5A, inset. This longer lifetime component follows
the excited-state lifetime of the 550 nm QD and is
partially attributable to carrier trapping at localized sur-
face defect states.49,50 This component may also be
attributable to exciton thermalization from the optically
active F= 1 to the optically passive F= 2dark state and is
consistent with results observed in early time-depen-
dent experiments on CdSe NCs.51,52 Kinetics monitored
at 488 nm also exhibit biexponential behavior similar to
the measured rates at 530 nm (Supporting Figure S5).

Figure 5. Transient absorption spectra. (A�C) Transient absorption spectra of 550 nm QDs (A), Os-pep (B), and 550 nm
QD�Os conjugates (40 Os/QD) (C) at selected times, excited at 415 nm. Insets: Corresponding time-resolved transient
absorption data monitored at 530 nm, experimental data (circles) and best fit (red line). (D�F) Superimposed transient
absorption spectra of Os-pep (blue), QD (green), and QD�Os conjugates (black) at 5 ps (D), 300 ps (E), and 1021 ps (F) excited
at 415 nm.
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Photoexcitation of a 100 μM Os-pep sample at
415 nm into the 1MLCT proceeds through rapid inter-
system crossing to the 3MLCT to form [Os3þ(phen)-
(bpy)(bpy�)]2þ within 300 fs. A biexponential ground-
state recovery at 488 nm of 20 ( 0.2 ps (85%) and
439( 3.0 ps (12%)with a long-livedΔA that persists on
to the nanosecond time scale was observed (Figure 5B
and Figure S3). Time-resolved fluorescence measure-
ments on freeOs-pep reveal a 3MLCT lifetime of∼31 ns
(Table 2). The kinetics signal obtained at 530 nm,
shown in Figure 5B, inset, is weaker than that of the
550 nm QD and exhibits fast, 2.0 ( 0.5 ps (11%), and
slower, 26 ( 2 ps (89%), decay components.

Excitation of the full QD�Os-pep assembly
(valence: 40) at 415 nm results in a strong ground-
state bleachwithin 1 ps in the 450 to 550 nmportion of
the spectra. This encompasses both QD ground-state
bleach features at 530 and 480 nm and the Os-pep
bleach at 488 nm. The corresponding kinetics mon-
itored at the peak of the QD bleach, 530 nm (Figure 5C,
inset), are triexponential in this case, with τ1 = 14 (
0.3 ps (22%), τ2 = 322 ( 2 ps (59%), and τ3 = 5 ( 2 ns
(19%). The kinetics at 488 nm, corresponding to the
peak of the Os-pep bleach, is shown in Supporting
Figure S5. For comparison purposes, overlapping
ground-state spectral features of the QD, Os-pep, and
QD�Os-pep conjugate spectra were plotted at 5 ps,
300 ps, and 1 ns and are shown in Figure 5D�F. Clearly,
the spectral features of the QD and Os-pep alone are
different from that of the QD�peptide-Os conjugate.
Within 5 ps, ground-state bleaches at 488 and 530 nm
are observed and are comprised of both QD and
Os-pep absorption features. By 300 ps, the Os-pep
bleach feature at 488 nm is dramatically reduced, while
the 530 and 480 nm features associated with the
550 nm QD are reduced by only ∼20%. Significant
changesoccur in thebleaching spectraof theQD�Os-pep
complex between 5 and 1021 ps. The intensity of the
488 nm bleach band increases with respect to the
530 nm band, having nearly equal intensities by 300 ps
and then surpassing the 530 nm band intensity by
1021 ps. The relative growth of the 488 nm feature and
its persistence over time, as seen in Figure 5D�F, is
the result of excitation of the Os-pep complex via FRET
from the 550 nm QD.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Investigations with several structurally similar Os(II)
polypyridyl complexes that functioned either as
quenchers/acceptors in electron transfer systems or
as photoinduced electron donors for TiO2 and ZrO2

semiconductor nanoparticles led us to investigate their
interactions with CdSe/ZnS QDs.29�33 Although not
fully detailed therein, these systems also displayed
some underlying characteristics and spectral overlap
that were quite similar to ours. We began by estimating
the relative QD and Os-bpy energy levels. Literature

and experimental values for the reduction (ERed ≈
�1.00 V vs Ag/AgCl [3 M KCl]) and oxidation (EOx ≈
1.45 V vs Ag/AgCl [3 M KCl]) potential of CdSe/ZnS QDs
(assuming a core diameter of 2.2 nm with ∼3.5 layers
of ZnS) were used to estimate the electron affinity (Ea)
and ionization potential (Ip): conduction band and
valence band energy levels, respectively.53�55 These
values originate from electrochemical measurements
of CdSe/ZnS QDs and are not significantly different
from those previously used for CdSe core-only
QDs.20,53�55 Similarly, the Ip for the Os-pep was calcu-
lated from the experimentally determined oxidation
potential (Supporting Figure S6), while the Ea was
estimated from a combination of the Ip and the
absorption onset.56 Examining the overall QD�Os-
bpy spectra (Figure 1B) in conjunction with the relative
energy levels (see Figure 6A) led us to predict two
alternate ET processes as being possible for quenching
of QD PL in the paired QD/Os-bpy system.
The first ET process we consider is FRET from the

photoexcited QD donor to the Os-bpy acceptor ar-
rayed around its surface (I. FRET). The photoexcited QD
transfers energy to the Os-bpy acceptor via dipole�
dipole Förster coupling, which results in quenching of
QD PL and a sensitized Os-bpy emission. Our principal
concern for this scenario was the extremely lowOs-bpy
extinction coefficient, which gives rise to a small
spectral overlap with the QDs. The second process is
based on CT (II. Charge Transfer), where the directly
photoexcited Os-bpy, with its significantly longer life-
time, is able to transfer an electron to theQD. Given the
relative energy levels discussed above, CT in the other
direction (i.e., QD-to-Os) is not favorable, but cannot be
unambiguously ruled out. Both FRET and CT efficien-
cies are highly distance dependent. FRET follows a 1/r6

dependence and is governed by the donor fluores-
cence quantum yield and donor�acceptor dipole�
dipole interactions, which are determined by the spec-
tral overlap between the luminescence and absorption
bands of the donor and acceptor, respectively. Electron
transfer, via superexchange, decays exponentially with
distance, but is dependent on an underlying favor-
able driving force, ΔG, for charge transport between
the donor and acceptor. At large distances (>10 nm),
electron transfer is expected to proceed at a much
slower rate than FRET; however, this has not been
studied systematically for QD systems. At shorter dis-
tances (e10 nm), both processes are expected to
be fast, and it still remains somewhat unclear how
both would compete.35,57,58 We do not consider QD
quenching by the heavy metal proximity effect, as that
would have manifested a linear quenching response
typically characterized by a Stern�Volmer function
and would also not yield Os sensitization.59 We also
do not consider a Dexter ET mechanism given the
donor�acceptor separation distances, which should
preclude this.60 In the following, we discuss the
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evidence for and against each of the two putative
processes in the context of the experimental data.
Clearly, there is significant evidence supporting aQD

FRET process and arguing against CT. Although rela-
tively small in comparison to pairing QD donors with
organic dye and fluorescent protein acceptors,43,46

reasonable spectral overlap still exists between the
QD and the Os-bpy (Figure 1B, Table 1). The short
peptidyl linker used here is predicted to place the
Os-bpy acceptor at a distance ∼12 Å from the QD
surface, although our data reflect an average of 16 (
5 Å. This is equivalent to placing the acceptor at a
distance of R0 plus an additional 5 to 13 Å away from
the QD center; see Table 1. Even with experimentally
derived distances varying somewhat from predictions,
given the R0 values ranging from∼33 to 45 Å, thismore
than satisfies the donor�acceptor R0 ( 0.5R0 separa-
tion “rule of thumb” where efficient FRET can be
expected for most donor�acceptor pairs.61,62 Steady-
state PL spectra collected from complexes assembled
with increasing ratios of Os-pep/QD showQDdonor PL
quenching in conjunction with a small sensitization
of the Os-bpy acceptor (Figure 2). Moreover, increases
in the rate of quenching and sensitization directly
track increases in assembled Os-pep valence, while

quenching also decreased as a function of spectral
overlap. These results mirror similar trends noted for
QD donors when paired with increasing QD/acceptor
ratios of fluorescent FRET acceptors.9,43,46 One further
and critical piece of evidence supporting a FRET inter-
action was obtained from the wavelength-dependent
quenching analysis (Figure 3), demonstrating that the
QD quenching rate is indeed a direct function of the
underlying spectral overlap.
Analysis of the excited-state lifetime results corro-

borate the data collected in the steady-state format,
that is, significant QD donor quenching along with
some acceptor sensitization, with both, again, tracking
Os-pep assembly valence (Figure 4). In combination
with estimates of direct Os-bpy excitation as its con-
jugate valence increases (see Table 3 and below), we
note that all QD samples undergo significant quench-
ing at valences of less than 7�8, where direct excita-
tion of surrounding Os in the conjugates is less than
20% that of the QD excitation. The lifetime data
(Figure 4, Table 2) were used to extract relevant ET
rates, which are presented in Table 3. The normalized
ET rate per QD�Os pair is estimated to be 0.053 ns�1

for an Os-bpy acceptor valence of 7.5. This increases to
0.064 ns�1 when the Os-bpy ratio increases to 15 and

Figure 6. Schematic representation of possible energy transfer pathways. (A) (I) FRET consists of dipole�dipole Förster
coupling from the photoexcited QD donor to the Os-bpy acceptor arrayed around its surface. In this case, the QD is
photoexcited by incident light and transfers energy to the Os-bpy acceptor, which results in a sensitized emission. (II) Charge
transfer. The second process is based on CT. Following photoexcitation, the excited Os-bpy, with its longer native lifetime, is
able to transfer an electron to the relaxed QD. (B) Modeled Os-bpy decay profiles at a nominal valence of 7.5/QD assuming
either FRET sensitization by the QD or electron transfer to the QD. The normalized experimental data collected at the same
valence is superimposed in red. Inset highlights the first ∼10 ns.
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then drops to 0.055 and 0.031 ns�1 when acceptor
ratio increases to 30 and 60, respectively. The averaged
normalized rates for the valences of 7.5, 15, and 30 Os
acceptors per QD are quite similar and are centered
around 0.057 ( 0.006 ns�1. Estimates of the relative
absorption by Os-bpy and the 530 nm QD at 375 nm
are shown in Table 3. Within a single QD�Os-bpy
complex, it is highly unlikely that both a QD and an
Os-bpy will be excited based on the relative numbers
of photons per pulse (∼107) and the number of com-
plexes present in the excitation volume (∼1012). There-
foreweonly need to consider processes that involve an
excited-state QD and ground-state Os-bpy complexes
or a ground-state QD and an excited-state Os-bpy. At a
ratio of 7.5 Os/QD, we estimate that about 16% of the
absorbed photons will excite Os-bpy directly and the
remaining 84% of the absorbed photons excite the
QDs. The excited QDs are efficiently (85%) quenched
by the ground-state Os-bpy complexes, leading to the
observed sensitized emission. Both the directly excited
and sensitized Os-bpy contributes to the fluorescence
signal. Direct Os-bpy excitation increases to 28% at a
ratio of 15, where almost full quenching of the QD
(∼93%) is seen. As the number of Os-bpy arrayed
around the QD continues to increase, their relative rate
of excitation increases to ∼60% at a valence of 60,
while the QD quenching efficiency approaches 97%.
The normalized ET rate for a valence of 60 is signifi-
cantly lower than for the lesser valences and may
reflect saturation effects as the ET efficiency ap-
proaches 1. FRET from the Os-bpy to the QD is not an
available pathway due to the complete lack of spectral
overlap. For comparison purposes, similar 530 nm QDs
(QY ∼0.2) demonstrated a rate of 0.13 ns�1 when
interacting with four surrounding DNA assembled
Cy3 acceptors.47 This normalizes to approximately
0.033 ns�1 for a single QD-single-Cy3 acceptor, a value
not radically different from those estimated here for
QD�Os-bpy interactions.
The FSTA data also support a FRET mechanism. First,

the ground-state spectra of the Os�QD match closely
with a combination of both the QD and Os spectra,
indicating that a significant population of both 3*Os
and *QD are formed within several picoseconds.
Examination of the relative bleach intensities of the

Os-bpy at 475 nm and the 550 nm QD feature at
530 nm in the QD�Os-bpy complex in Figure 5 reveals
a distinct increase in the Os-bpy ground-state bleach
feature over time, relative to the 550 nm QD. On the
basis of the fluorescence lifetime data, the 550 nm QD
is efficiently quenched on a time scale of∼1 ns. This is
the exact behavior expected if FRET were the primary
mechanism for QD quenching. Additionally, no direct
observation of the oxidized or reduced Os complex
was noted in the FSTA spectra. Lastly, examination
of the differential QD absorption spectra in the ab-
sence and presence of increasing Os-pep (Supporting
Figure S4) showed no bleaching of the QD absorption
features. This would have been indicative of CT from
the metal to the QD, as noted for CdSe/ZnS QD inter-
actions with Ru(II) phenanthroline assembled using
similar peptide bridges.20

Although the evidence for QD FRET quenching by
the Os-bpy is strong, not all the data directly support
this mechanism. We note several items that are some-
what incongruous or that would be expected for a CT
process. The first is that, in all cases, QD PL quenching
efficiency directly tracks the ratio of Os-bpy brought
into close proximity of the nanocrystal. Similar beha-
vior has been noted for quenching by CT from the QD
to dopamine acting as an electron acceptor or, alter-
natively, by CT to theQD from the Ru(II) complex.19,20,27

Second is the consistent quenching of QD samples
when paired with Os-pep over a broad range of PL,
spanning the spectrum from 520 to 625 nm. This
behavior is again quite analogous to the observed
quenching of QDs with PL ranging from 510 to
635 nm by the aforementioned Ru complex.27 Indeed,
this broad quenching response, and its similarity to
what was observed for interactions with Ru(II), in
conjunction with the low overall spectral overlap, led
us to initially speculate that CT was responsible for
QD quenching. The next item is the lack of a rise time
component for the measured Os sensitization,
although this may not be significant, as the QD is
effectively quenched in <2 ns. Differences between
predicted and experimental FRET distances for 530 and
550 nm QD interactions with Os-pep also suggest that
the Förster analysis, as applied to these two samples,
may not adequately reflect the underlying ET pro-
cesses. It should be noted that a 15�20% deviation
from predicted distance in a FRET complex may also
reflect effects from QD size, peptide conformation,
linker dynamics, and ligand interactions.
The last item not conforming to classical FRET

expectations is that the sensitized Os lifetimes increase
far more than would be expected. This is also perhaps
the most complex result to interpret, although we do
note that similar results have been reported for other
QD�Os(II) ET systems (vide infra).63 During FRET, the
sensitized acceptor lifetime should increase only
when the donor has a significantly longer excited-state

TABLE 3. Relative Absorption and Estimated Energy

Transfer Rates

ratio of Os-peptide/QD (n) rel abs Os-bpya rel abs QDa kET (ns
�1) (1/n)kET

0 0 1.0
7.5 0.16 0.84 0.40 0.053
15 0.27 0.73 0.96 0.064
30 0.43 0.57 1.65 0.055
60 0.60 0.40 1.88 0.031

a Rel abs = εOs-bpy/εOs-bpy þ εQD (Os-bpy ε375nm = 7667, 530 nm QD ε375nm =
302 690).
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lifetime relative to it and the ET rate does not prohibit
it.61 For example, pairing similar 530 nm QDs (τav
14.4 ns) with Cy3 dye acceptors increased the latter's
sensitized lifetime to 4.70 ns from the native lifetime
of 1.33 ns. This ∼3.5 times increase reflects both the
ET process and the time required by the acceptor to
dissipate the longer-lifetime donor energy.47 Increases
in acceptor-sensitized lifetime should not be observed
when the acceptor has a longer native lifetime than
that of the donor. However, this is indeed observed
here when pairing the current 530 nmQDs (τav 14.1 ns)
with the Os-bpy-labeled peptide, where the native
lifetime of 30.8 ns increases >1.5 times to a maximum
of 53.2 ns at an acceptor valence of 7.5.
We ascribe this somewhat counterintuitive observa-

tion to the presence and possible contributions from a
number of complex and perhaps even overlapping
processes. The first is that of increasing direct Os-bpy
excitation as the QD valence increases (see Table 3),
which may be concurrent with the issue of homoFRET
between Os-bpy molecules heterogeneously arrayed
on the QD surface. As the ratio of assembled peptide
increases, the probability of peptides being closer to
each other on the QD surface also increases signifi-
cantly. Modeling the QD peptide spacing distribution
as valence increases assuming equivalent “perfect”
spacing (see Supporting Information) suggests that
at a ratio of just 32 peptides the spacing on the QD
surface would be very close to the predicted Os-bpy R0
value of 13.6 A for homoFRET interactions. Again the
nominal R0þ 0.5R0 rule

62 suggests that any twoOs-bpy
acceptors would have to be within only 20.4 Å or less
for homoFRET; this spacing would occur at even lower
valence than 32 peptides. In reality, the peptides will
not assemble onto the QDs with such perfect spacing.
They will occupy available sites on the surface where
not precluded by the PEG ligand.39 We thus surmise
that some peptides may be in very close proximity of
each other (<13.6 A) at far lower ratios and in a more
“patchy” distribution. Os-bpy homoFRET interactions
are energetically neutral and not unfavored should the
distance requirements bemet. Regardless of the actual
distribution on the QD surface, the probability for
Os-bpy homoFRET increases significantly as valence
increases. Additionally, the native Os-bpy photophysi-
cal characteristics can be subject to change once self-
assembled to the QD surface and surrounded by, or
interacting with, the PEGylated ligands. Such changes
in solvation and environment are not uncommon to
dyes and have also been suggested as the mechanism
behind changes in Ru-phenanthroline to QD CT follow-
ing intestinal fatty acid binding protein structural
rearrangement.25,61 Lastly, the numerous MLCT states
may also be able to interact with or contribute in this
configuration. Cumulatively, the presence and com-
plex interactions of all these dynamic processes,
along with the possibility for “ping-pong” ET in metal

CT complexes,64 make it extremely challenging to
elucidate the underlying mechanisms behind the in-
creases in Os-acceptor-sensitized lifetime.
Nevertheless, to look for possible contributions or the

underlying signature of a CT component within the
kinetic quenching data, we modeled the time depen-
dence of the ET process for the 530 nm QD�Os-bpy
complex for both FRET and electron transfer mechan-
isms. It should benoted that, for simplicity, thesemodels
only examine the kinetic features observed and do
not incorporate other intrinsic factors such as distance
dependency. The following sets of equations were
derived to describe the decay dynamics (the full deriva-
tion is provided in the Supporting Information). The time
dependence of the 530 nm QD decay is given by

NQD(t) ¼ RQDτN exp( �t=τN) (1)

where NQD(t) is the time-dependent population of
excited stateQDs,RQD is the probability ofQDexcitation
with light intensity and frequency I(ω), 1/τN = 1/τQD þ
Nq/τE is the total rate of the QD population decay, τQD is
the decay rate of the QD in the absence of acceptors, Nq

is the number of Os-bpy complexes that surround the
central QD, and τE is the ET rate fromaQD to a single Os-
bpy complex. It is important to point out that, taken by
itself, the QD decay dynamics are not informative
enough to differentiate between FRET and CT. The time
dependence, NOs(t), for the Os-bpy complex acceptor
decay due to FRET is described by

NOs(t) ¼ RQDτNτOs
τE

"
τN

τOs � τN
exp

�t

τOs

� � 

þ exp
�t

τN

� ��
þ exp

�t

τOs

� �#

þROsNqτOsexp � t

τOs

� �
(2)

where ROs is the probability of Os-bpy complex excita-
tion by light with intensity and frequency I(ω). This
equation describes the decay kinetics assuming a FRET
mechanism based onmeasured absorption coefficients
and lifetime data and (again) does not attempt to
incorporate distance dependences. This equation pre-
dicts that, after switching off the excitation source, the
PL signal from the Os complex increases slightly on the
time scale of τN and then decays with the Os complex
time constant τOs. The last term in the equation takes
direct excitation of the Os-bpy complexes into account.
In the case of CT the time dependence of NQD(t) is

described by a very similar dependence, with τN re-
placed by τe, where 1/τe = 1/τ þ Nq/τCT is the total
charge transfer rate and τCT is the electron transfer time
between a single QD and a single Os-bpy complex.
The time dependence, NOs(t), for the Os-bpy com-
plex decay due to CT is significantly different than
that expected from FRET, in that the Os complex
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luminescence is quenched immediately, and the time
dependence is described by

NOs(t) ¼ RQDτCTτOs
τe

"
� τCT
τOs � τCT

exp
�t

τOs

� � 

� exp
�t

τCT

� ��
� exp

�t

τOs

� �#

þROsτOs exp
�t

τOs

� �
(3)

where 1/τCT = 1/τ þ Nq/τe is the total charge transfer
decay rate of the QD population and τe is the electron
transfer rate between a single QD and a single Os-bpy
complex. In this case, the Os-bpy complex is quenched
on a time scale, τET, and then decays with the char-
acteristic Os-bpy decay time, τOs. Figure 6B illustrates
the behavior predicted by the model for both the FRET
and electron transfer mechanisms for the Os-bpy
decay at a nominal valence of 7.5 Os/QD. The normal-
ized Os experimental decay data collected at the same
valence are plotted superimposed over the two mod-
eled decay profiles. The FRET-sensitized Os-bpy emis-
sion decay should reflect the contribution from the
QD donor at early times and then follow the intrinsic
Os-bpy decay rate at longer times. CT would manifest
a more rapid decay initially, followed by the intrinsic
Os-bpy decay with a lower overall magnitude. Clearly,
the decay characteristics of the QD-Os-bpy complex
are best described by a FRET mechanism. Benson
previously suggested a related model based on QD
quenching that also took the different distance depen-
dencies of the two ET processes into account.26 Inter-
estingly, these predicted a similar kinetic appearance
for the two types of quenching profiles at a separation
distance analogous to those found in our system.
There are several other reports of QD interactions

with acceptor molecules displaying both fluorescent
and redox-active properties, where both mechanisms
have been either postulated or examined in some
detail. McLaurin reported on a system that is perhaps
the closest to ours.63 Two Os(II) polypyridyl complexes,
with surrounding chelating ligands that differ slightly
from ours, [Os(bpy)2(Nbpy)](PF6)2 or [Os(Ph2phen)2-
(Nbpy)](PF6)2 as compared to our [Os(bpy)2(phen-
NH2)](PF6)2, were conjugated to aqueous-QD surface
ligands to assemble two-photon QD-sensitized ratio-
metric oxygen sensors. Consistent with our data, the
authors noted increases in their Os complex emission
when attached to, and sensitized by, the QD. However,
in contrast to our results, they observe Os emission in
the QD complex shifting toward shorter wavelengths
by 35�49 nm (bluing) and also noted that the sensi-
tized Os emission was enhanced by nearly 10-fold. The
latter effects were ascribed to exclusion of water from
the Os complex solvation sphere following conjuga-
tion to the N-octylamine-modified poly(acrylic acid)

they used to surface-functionalize the QDs. These are
mechanistically analogous to the effects of changes in
solvation and environment we discuss above in rela-
tion to the observed Os-bpy sensitization on the QD.
Lack of an analogous 10-fold change in our system
leads us to conclude that our QD�Os complexes
probably remain partially solvated as expected given
our use of discrete PEG ligands. The presence of O2

could be another potential contributor to this differ-
ence, as it was excluded from their experimental
format. Although electron transfer in their system
could not be unambiguously ruled out, QD�Os inter-
actions were similarly ascribed to FRET.
Lian et al. used both FSTA and steady-state fluores-

cence to examine 550 nm emitting CdSe QD quench-
ing by adsorbed rhodamine B (RhB) within an organic
environment.35,36 They concluded that both processes
were present and estimated that only∼16% of the QD
excitons decayed by FRET to the RhB despite the
remarkably similar 35 Å R0 value as compared to our
system. The remaining 86% of excitons proceeded
efficiently through electron transfer to RhB within
120 ps for a 1:1 complex. Depending on the number
of adsorbed RhB molecules, electron transfer could
occur at nearly 100% within 54 ps for a 1:1.5 complex,
yielding a charge-separated state with an average
lifetime of ∼1 μs at 2.0 nm distance. Similar to our
results, they note increased quenching and decreasing
QD lifetimes for higher RhB ratios. Using FSTA to
quantitate both FRET and ET, they found that at these
shorter distances ET was more efficient. In another
example, Shen quenched 550 nm emitting CdTe QDs
by electrostatically coupling methylene blue dye ac-
ceptors to their surfaces and then showed that added
DNA could displace the acceptor and increase the QD
PL.34 In this case, the low Förster radius of∼8Å coupled
to the low QD QY of ∼3% led the authors to conclude
that the observed QD quenching resulted from an
electron transfer process.
There have also been studies that more definitively

demonstrated the presence of both ET processes with-
in QD conjugates. Burda was able to elucidate the
presence of a non-Förster-type behavior inQD�phtha-
locyanine conjugates.57,58 By examining a series of
increasingly larger QD donors, ET efficiency was found
not to follow a linear dependence on the spectral
overlap predicted from Förster theory;57 this is in
contrast to the current data set. In particular, the
involvement of QD surface states in ET was shown
to contribute to their findings. A notable example
that demonstrated both ET processes occurring was
reported by the Ford group, where they analyzed
ET between CdSe/ZnS QDs and salts of trans-[Cr-
(cyclam)X2]

þ joined by electrostatic assembly, where
X was Cl, ONO, or CN.65 When X was Cl or ONO, the
complexes exhibited significant acceptor absorption
that matched the QD emission, resulting in quenching
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of the QD band-edge emission via FRET. Conversely,
the QD band-edge emission was not efficiently
quenched by trans-[Cr(cyclam)(CN)2]

þ due to poor
spectral overlap. However, all three salts effectively
quenched the deep trap luminescence from theQD via

ultrafast CT. Thus, while two of the complexes were
quenching the band-edge luminescence via FRET, they
were also involved in CT with the QD surface trap
states. The absence or presence of strong spectral
overlap with a set of QD donors was also noted for a
methylviologen acceptor when moving from a 2þ to
a singly reduced state, although this effect was not
directly correlated with ET.66 Similarly, Raymo utilized
photochromic acceptor compounds to switch be-
tween different QD quenching pathways.67�69 Here
the acceptor moieties could be optically switched and
structurally rearranged from a conformation that had
significant spectral overlap with QD donor emission
(FRET quenching) to one that did not, but was still
capable of strong QD quenching (ET quenching).
Despite these elegant demonstrations, it still re-

mains unclear how QD quenching by FRET or CT will
compete when the possibility for both pathways exists
simultaneously. Several variables are clearly critical to
this including whether the system is suspended in
organic or aqueous media, if the acceptor is adsorbed
to the QD surface or displaced away from it in space at
some nominal distance, the nature of the molecular
connection between the QD and the acceptor, the

relative rates of each transfer process, and, of course,
the driving force for electron transfer along with
donor�acceptor spectral overlap. At a first approxima-
tion, adsorption to the surface can result in QD surface
(trap) states that are far more favorable for CT, espe-
cially in organic media. In contrast, placing the accep-
tor away from the QD donor surface in an aqueous
environment may make FRET far more favorable.
Here, we confirm previous findings by McLaurin63

and provide very strong evidence that Os(II) polypyr-
idyl complexes interact with CdSe/ZnS QDs almost
exclusively by FRET in aqueous environments regard-
less of the possibility for a competing CT process. These
results, however, directly contrast with the interactions
of QDs with structurally similar Ru(II) polypyridyl com-
plexes in aqueous environments.20,21,25,26 Further, it
remains hard to reconcile our results along with many
of the examples cited above. Clearly, more factors are
involved in dictating which pathway is accessed in a
given situation.With the continued interest in coupling
QD donors to FRET acceptors for biosensing and
photodynamic therapy sensitization1 or to redox ac-
ceptors for CT and separation in light-harvesting
applications,17 where possibilities for both ET path-
ways will likely be present, far more research is war-
ranted to fundamentally understand these processes
and provide a predictive capability and ultimately a
mechanism to control which is manifest in a desired
configuration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. CdSe/ZnS core/shell (λem max. = 520, 530, 550 nm)

QDs were synthesized from organometallic precursors as pre-
viously described.70 Custom Qdot 625 nm emitting ITK organic
QDs were generously provided by Life Technologies (Eugene,
OR, USA). The native organic-functionalized QDs were made
hydrophilic via cap exchange with poly(ethylene glycol)-ap-
pended dihydrolipoic acid ligands (DHLA-PEG-OCH3, PEG aver-
age molecular weight ∼750) as reported.71,72 See Supporting
Figure S1 for the ligand structure. The osmium(II) polypyridyl
complex, [Os(bpy)2(phen-NCS)](PF6)2 (bpy = 2,20-bipyridine,
phen = phenanthroline), was synthesized as described37 from
(NH4)2[OsCl6] (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). The amine-
reactive isothiocyanate group was installed by treating
[Os(bpy)2(phen-NH2)](PF6)2 (phen-NH2 = 5-amino-1,10-
phenanthroline) with thiophosgene. We note that this same
Os complex was recently utilized to electrochemically monitor
DNA hybridization kinetics.73

The reactive Os�isothiocyanate complex was used to site-
specifically label the unique N-terminal primary amine on the
peptide GSGAAAGLS(His)6-CONH2 (MW = 1513, CONH2 is a
C-terminal amide blocking the carboxyl group). This peptide
was custom synthesized using standard in situ neutralization
cycles for Boc-solid-phase-peptide synthesis (Boc-SPPS) as
described.74 Peptide labeling and purification procedures are
quite similar to those described in ref 75. Briefly, 1mg of peptide
was dissolved in 1 mL of 0.136 M sodium tetraborate buffer pH
8.6 and combined with excess Os�isothiocyanate complex
overnight at 4 �C. Unreacted Os complex was removed by
loading the reaction onto three consecutive 0.5 mL columns
of Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid-agarose. Columns were washed with

10 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, 137 mM NaCl, 10 mM
phosphate, 3 mM KCl, pH 7.4) before the labeled Os-pep was
eluted with 300 mM imidazole in PBS. Os-labeled peptide was
then desalted and imidazole removed using a reverse-phase
oligonucleotide purification cartridge (OPC, ABI Foster City, CA,
USA). The cartridge was primed by first washing with 3 mL of
acetonitrile followed with 3 mL of 2 M triethylamine acetate
(TEAA) buffer before loading Os-labeled peptide. The column
waswashedwith 50mL of 0.02MTEAA, and the labeled peptide
eluted, using 1 mL of 70% acetonitrile in distilled/deionized
H2O. Desalted Os-pep was quantitated by UV�visible spectros-
copy (Os complex absorbance 12 500 M�1 cm�1 at 490 nm)
before being aliquoted, dried down, and stored in a desiccator
at �20 �C until required.

Assembling Quantum Dot�Os-Labeled Peptide Conjugates. Os-
mium-labeled peptide stock solutions were prepared for each
experimental format by dissolving the lyophilized peptide in
95:5 deionized H2O/DMSO and then self-assembled to QDs at
the indicated desired ratios in 1� PBS for ∼30 min. Dissolution
of the peptide stocks was initiated with the DMSO acting as a
carrier, and then the H2O was added to bring up the volume.
Approximately 30 pmol of QD was used per assembly in a total
volume of 150 μL, corresponding to a final QD concentration of
0.2 μM.

Spectroscopic Analysis. UV�Vis Absorbance. Electronic absorp-
tion spectra were recorded using an HP 8453 diode array
spectrophotometer (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
USA).

Steady-State Fluorescent Data. QD PL spectra were col-
lected on a Tecan Safire dual monochromater multifunction
microtiter plate reader (Tecan, Research Triangle Park, NC, USA).
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Samples were excited at 370 nm, which corresponds to an
Os complex absorption minimum. Corresponding emission
spectra from the osmium-peptide were collected on a Spex
Fluorolog-3 spectrophotometer (Jobin Yvon Inc., Edison, NJ,
USA) equipped with a Spectrum One CCD-3000 detector and
a 450 nm CVI long wave pass filter (λexcite = 350 nm). In some
cases, nonlinear near-IR detector responses for the Os-emission
data collected on the Tecan were corrected using a spectral
correction file derived from adjusted control data collected on
the Spex Fluorolog.

Excited-State Fluorescent Lifetimes. Two different instru-
mental systems were utilized to collect excited-state lifetime
data. The first was a time-correlated single-photon-counting
instrumental system.46,76 Laser excitation consisted of a syn-
chronously pumped and cavity-dumped dye laser (305 nm),
pumped by the second harmonic of an Nd:YLF laser (527 nm,
100 MHz). The dye laser contained a single plate birefringent
filter tuned to produce laser oscillation at 610 nm and pulse
width of ∼1 ps fwhm. The dye laser was cavity-dumped at
1 MHz and frequency doubled using a potassium dihydrogen
phosphate nonlinear crystal. Sample fluorescence was spec-
trally filtered with a monochromator (bandpass ∼10 nm) and
detected with a cooled microchannel plate PMT (Hamamatsu
R2809U-11, Shizuoka Japan). Temporal response function of the
system was measured to a fwhm of ca. 50 ps. Multiexponential
QD PL decay traces (lifetimes) were fitted with an average of
3�4 lifetime components as derived from the fractional ampli-
tude of the positive decay components (% of total amplitude)
using FluoFit (Picoquant, Berlin Germany).

The second system used to collect data on the Os-pep-
sensitized emission consisted of a 375 nm Becker & Hickl diode
laser excitation source with a 50 ps pulse width, operating at
20MHz utilizing an average power of 0.5mW. Fluorescence was
collected and dispersed using a 1/4-mmonochromator, and the
signals were detected with a Hamamatsu 8309U-50 MCP-PMT.
Signals were processed using a Becker & Hickl time-correlated
single-photon-counting system. QD emission was monitored at
530 nm, and emission from the osmium complex was mon-
itored at 740 nm. A correction was applied to the data during
processing, as some changes in the baseline were noted.
The correction procedure assumes that the baseline consists
of a constant contribution that is due to detector noise and
a component that decays according to the kinetics of the
luminescent species. The baseline noise was recorded by
blocking the laser excitation and collecting background for
the appropriate collection time. This constant background
level was subtracted from the raw fluorescence signal. The
luminescence tails between 4 and 44 ns were fit to single-
exponential decay functions. The fitting constants were used
to calculate an extended decay curve out to 100 ns. The
calculated decay curves were then used to approximate the
full sloping baselines, which were then subtracted from the
data. The resulting data were then analyzed using a PicoQuant
fitting routine.

Transient Absorption. Optical transient absorption mea-
surements were performed with an apparatus based on a
commercial amplified Ti:sapphire laser system (Spectra-Physics
Mira oscillator and Spitfire Pro amplifier) at 1.7 kHz and carried
out at the Center for Nanoscale Materials, Argonne National
Laboratory. A small amount of the amplifier output was used to
generate the white light continuum probe, and the remaining
95% went through an optical parametric amplifier to produce
415 nm excitation pulses at 0.7 μJ/pulse. The data were
collected through a Helios spectrometer (Ultrafast Systems),
where the probe is delayed relative to the pump on a mechan-
ical delay line. The pump beam is chopped at half the repetition
rate of the laser, so that the absorption change (ΔA) can be
measured as a function of delay time, where ΔA = �log-
(Ipumpþprobe/Iprobe). The data were chirp-corrected using a sol-
vent blank to within 100 fs over the spectral range of 440 to
760 nm used here. The samples were placed in a 2 mm quartz
cuvette and stirred during the acquisition. The widths of the
pump and probe pulses were estimated at about 120 fs. The
transient absorption changes for a particular probe wavelength
as a function of time were analyzed by fitting the kinetics with a

multiexponentialmodel convolutedwith aGaussian instrument
response function with a 300 fs fwhm.

Förster Resonance Energy Transfer Analyses. For each set of
experimental data collected, the areas under the PL spectra
were integrated using SigmaPlot and corrected for the direct-
acceptor excitation component by comparison to samples
collected from directly excited acceptor-only control samples.
The resulting data were used to determine the FRET efficiency
En (n = number of acceptors/QD) using61

En ¼ (FD � FDA)
FD

(4)

where FD and FDA are the fluorescence intensities of the donor in
the absence and presence of acceptor(s), respectively. Förster
theory was used to determine the center-to-center (QD-to-Os)
separation distance from the FRET E analysis using

r ¼ R0
n(1 � E)

E

� �1=6

(5)

where n is the ratio or discrete number of acceptors arrayed
around the QD and R0 is the Förster distance corresponding
to 50% ET for a single donor�acceptor pair and is determined
by43,61

R0 ¼ 9:78�103[K2�n
�4
QDJ(λ)]

1=6 (6)

where �n is the buffer medium refractive index, QD is the
quantum yield of the donor, J(λ) is the spectral overlap integral
function, and κ

2 is the dipole orientation factor. We use a value
of 2/3 for the latter, as this is appropriate for the random dipole
orientations found within our self-assembled configurations as
described.1,43 Equation 5 assumes a centrosymmetric distribu-
tion of FRET acceptors arrayed around the central QD donor.1,43

A Poisson distribution function was used as described in ref 44
to account for heterogeneity in conjugate valence during self-
assembly when high FRET efficiencies were encountered with
low ratios.

Wavelength-Dependent FRET Analyses. As QD donor emis-
sions are inherently narrow, their spectral overlap with a given
acceptor will vary as a function of changes in the absorption
spectrum εA, giving rise to a wavelength-dependent FRET
rate.48 The spectral overlap function J(λ) in this configuration
is directly proportional to

J(λ) � εA(λ)λ
4 (7)

where εA is the acceptor absorption spectrum. This assumes
a constant distance r between donor and acceptor for all
interactions. A wavelength-dependent FRET quenching rate
for this process can be obtained for QDs emitting at a
specific wavelength λ by monitoring variations in the ensem-
ble emission spectrum Sn(λ) in the presence of n acceptors
with48

kFRET(λ)�
1
n

S0(λ)
Sn(λ)

� 1

� �
(8)

where S0(λ) is the signal from the QDs alone without acceptors.
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